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Abstract—This paper reports on the automatic assessment of oral
proficiency for advanced second language speakers. A spokendialogue
system is used to guide students through an oral test and to record
their answers. Indicators of oral proficiency are automatically derived
from the recordings and compared with human ratings of the same data.
The proficiency indicators investigated here are based on the temporal
properties of the students’ speech as well as the their ability to repeat test
prompts accurately. Results indicate that, both for segmentation as well
as accuracy-based scores, the most simple scores correlatebest with the
humans’ opinion on the students’ proficiency. Combining different scores
using multiple linear regression leads to marginally higher correlations.
However, these improvements are too small to justify the associated
increase in the computational complexity of the system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Automatic language proficiency assessment can assist language
teachers when student numbers make individual assessment infeasi-
ble. Even for limited student numbers, automatic assessment tools can
contribute to the educational process by allowing more frequent test-
ing. In addition, they offer consistent and impartial evaluation - both
factors that are known to be problematic in human assessment. While
text-based tests that assess reading and writing skills canalready be
automated by restricting them to multiple-choice questions, large-
scale assessment of perceptual and oral skills remains a challenge.

This paper presents the most recent results obtained duringthe
development of an automatic test for the assessment of the oral
proficiency and listening comprehension of university students. Pre-
vious studies have shown that the majority of the students inour
test population are very proficient in the L2 we are trying to assess
(South African English) [1], [2]. As a consequence, our results differ
from those reported by other researchers for students who are less
proficient or are from more diverse populations.

More specifically, some of our previous experiments showed that
applying non-linear transformations to the machine scoresdoes not
improve the correlation between the automatic measures andthe
human ratings of the data. In the same study it was found that
there is no substantial difference between effectiveness of context
independent (monophone) and context dependent (triphone)acoustic
models to score learner speech automatically [1]. A relatedset of
experiments, aimed at improving the correlation between the human
rating of the data and automatically derived proficiency indicators
based on posterior log-likelihood, revealed that even the most promis-
ing posterior scores correlate poorly with human assessments [2].

In this paper we elaborate on these investigations by evaluating the
power of segmentation-based scores other than Rate of Speech (ROS),
which was used in our previous experiments to predict human judge-
ments of students’ answers. We also investigate alternative accuracy-
based scores. Each score’s potential to predict human assessments

of oral proficiency is evaluated by calculating the correlation1 of the
machine score with the human ratings applied to the data. In addition,
we aim to determine whether a combination of scores is betterat
predicting human ratings than single scores.

II. A UTOMATIC TEST

Our application was implemented as a telephone-based test.The
test consisted of a number of tasks in which students had to listen
and respond, either by reading a sentence from a test sheet orby
responding to an instruction. In this paper, we will focus onthe
following two tasks:

• Reading task: Students are provided with a list of sentences
on a printed test sheet. The system randomly chooses six of
these sentences, and instructs students to read each one in turn.
For example,“School governing boards struggle to make ends
meet.”

• Repeating task:Students are asked to listen to sentences uttered
by the system and to repeat the same sentence. For example,
“Student teachers do not get enough exposure to teaching
practice.”

The sentences in the repeat task ranged from fairly simple (e.g.
“ It is boring to sit and watch teachers all day.”) to longer and more
complex sentences where the subject is a separate clause (e.g. “How
parents’ interests and hopes are accommodated is crucial tothe success
of a school.”). In the case of advanced learners, it was assumed that
their better working memory capacity in the second languagewould
make it possible for them to repeat the sentences accurately.

A spoken dialogue system was developed to guide students through
the test and to capture their answers. The system plays the test
instructions, records the students’ answers, and controlsthe interface
between the computer and the telephone line. In a fully operational
system, it would also control the flow of data to and from the
automatic speech recognition (ASR) system, but in our set-up the
students’ answers were simply recorded for later, off-lineprocessing.

120 students took the test as part of their oral proficiency assess-
ment. The majority of the students speak Afrikaans as a first language
and their proficiency in English varies from intermediate toadvanced.
Calls to the dialogue system were made from a telephone located in a
private office reserved for this purpose. Oral instructionswere given
to the students before the test. In addition to the instructions given
by the dialogue system, a printed copy of the test instructions was
provided. No staff were present while the students were taking the
test.

Feedback received immediately after completion of the testindi-
cated that English-speaking students generally found the test man-
ageable while the majority of Afrikaans students found it fairly

1All correlation values are expressed in terms of Spearman’srank correla-
tion coefficients.



challenging. Most students found the instructions clear and found
that the paper copy of the test provided adequate guidelinesand extra
security in a stressful situation.

III. H UMAN ASSESSMENT

Six teachers of English as a second or foreign language were
asked to rate speech samples from the reading and repeating tasks
in the test. For the reading task, each sentence was assessedon
three separate scales in terms of degree of hesitation, pronunciation
(including accent) and intonation. Figure 1 shows the assessment
scales used for the reading task. Scores below three on the scale
would indicate students who need additional language support. The
raters were provided only with the scale but not the scores.
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Fig. 1. Scales used to assess (a) degree of hesitation (b) pronunciation and
(c) intonation in the reading test.

For the repeating task, the same process was followed. In this case,
separate scales were designed to measure the success with which a
repetition was formulated and the accuracy of the repetition, as shown
in Figure 2. The scales were accompanied by precise descriptions for
all the categories.
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Fig. 2. Scales used to assess (a) degree of success and (b) accuracy in the
repeating test.

Since the test was intended to measure listening comprehension, it
seemed fair to distinguish correctrepetitionsfrom correct interpre-
tations, since the latter would indicate that the students responded
by interpreting what they heard. This kind of behaviour offers a
glimpse into a speaker’s working memory, which seems to reduce
information into meaningful chunks in order to make sense ofan
incoming message.

In an initial training session, the scales were explained and some
sample responses were played to clarify what was meant by categories

such as “Starts and then gets into trouble” as opposed to “A few words
and then peters out”. The intra-rater correlations obtained using these
assessment scales varied between 0.67 and 0.96 with an average value
of 0.85 for the six raters who participated in the experiment.

Table I shows the correlation between the individual assessment
criteria. Other researchers have reported correlations ofmore than
0.75 between human ratings of fluency and segmental quality for
read speech [3]. In contrast, only degree of hesitation and intonation
seem to show noteworthy correlation in our data. This difference can
probably be ascribed to the fairly advanced L2 proficiency ofmost of
the speakers in our test population. The relationship between fluency
and pronunciation may be much weaker for these students thanfor
less proficient speakers. The data in Table I also reveals a strong
correlation between degree of success and repeat accuracy.

TABLE I
CORRELATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF PROFICIENCY

EVALUATED IN THE READ AND REPEAT TASKS.

Task Assessment criteria Correlation

Read Hesitation & pronunciation 0.40
Read Hesitation & intonation 0.66
Read Pronunciation & intonation 0.41
Repeat Success & accuracy 0.89

IV. ASR SYSTEM

The Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) version3.4 was used
for ASR [4]. The hidden Markov models (HMMs) used by the
speech recogniser were trained on approximately 6 hours of telephone
quality speech by English mother-tongue speakers. This data is part
of the African Speech Technology (AST) corpus, and consistsof
phonetically and orthographically annotated speech gathered over
South African fixed as well as mobile telephone networks [5].
Triphone HMMs were obtained by means of decision-tree state
clustering and embedded Baum-Welsh re-estimation. The final set
of triphone HMMs consisted of 4797 tied states based on a set of 52
phones, and a maximum of 8 Gaussian mixtures per HMM state.

Finite State Grammars (FSGs) were used for the automatic recogni-
tion of thereading task. It is expected that the students, who generally
have good English reading skills, would make very few errorswhile
reading prompts from a test sheet. Hence the use of a strict finite state
grammar (FSG) is an appropriate recognition method for thistask.
For each prompt in the reading task an FSG was created allowing
the desired utterance, as well as “I don’t know” or simply “don’t
know”. The branch allowing the desired utterance expects all words
to be present in the correct order, but allows inserted silence, noise
and hesitation sounds. These prompt-specific grammars weredefined
using extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF) notation and were parsed
to lattice files that were used during recognition.

Unigram language models (LMs) were used for the automatic
recognition of therepeating task. For this task, provision must be
made for missing words, changes in word order, and the replacement
of words or phrases with synonyms. This makes the use of a strict
FSG less attractive than the use of a unigram language model,which
places no restrictions on word order. A separate LM was therefore
created for each prompt of the repeating task. Each LM consisted of
a word loop, where the allowed words were obtained from the human
transcriptions of the development set, as well as all words occurring
in the prompt. Silence and noise sounds were again allowed between
words. The word loop was unweighted, meaning that all word-to-
word transitions had equal probability.



A sub-set of the data (30 speakers) was used to optimise the
recogniser’s word insertion penalty and language model scaling factor
for these two configurations. The remainder of the data (90 speakers)
was used as an independent test set.

V. SCORES DERIVED FROM SEGMENTATION INFORMATION

Four segmentation-based scores were investigated in this study:
rate of speech, articulation rate, phonation/time ratio and segment
duration scores. These scores focus on thetemporal features of
speech, rather than on its acoustic characteristics, and are calculated
from phone level alignments. A distinction is also made between the
speech phones(those forming part of words) andnon-speech phones
(those forming part of silence or noise) in each utterance.

A. Rate of Speech

The Rate of Speech(ROS) of an utterance is defined in [3] as the
number of speech phones per second, calculated using the number
of speech phones in the utteranceMSpeech, and the total duration of
the utteranceTTotal, in seconds:

ROS =
MSpeech

TTotal

Any silences leading or trailing the utterance are ignored when
determining the total duration.

B. Articulation Rate

Articulation Rate(ART) is similar to ROS, but does not take the
duration of silence and noise in the utterance into account [6]. It is
calculated using the total duration of speech phones in the utterance,
TSpeech, rather than the total duration:

ART =
MSpeech

TSpeech

C. Phonation/Time Ratio

The Phonation/Time Ratio(PTR) is the fraction of the utterance
duration that consists of speech phones [6]. It is defined as:

PTR =
TSpeech

TTotal

whereTSpeech is the duration of all speech phones in the utterance
andTTotal is the total duration of the utterance, ignoring leading or
trailing silences.

D. Segment Duration Score

TheSegment Duration Score(SDS) compares the duration of each
phone in an utterance with the expected duration of that phone based
on training data. It is based on the argument that the training data
reflects the pronunciation expected from proficient speakers [7].

To allow for variations in speech rate between speakers, the
duration of each phone is normalised by multiplication withthe
utteranceROS. This is done for the utterances to be evaluated, as
well as for the training data. We define this normalised duration of
a phoneqi asf(qi), wheredi is the duration ofqi:

f(qi) = di · ROS

The phone levelSDSis defined as the probability of the normalised
duration of the phone, given the type of phone:

SDS(qi) = Cqi · p
(

f(qi)|qi
)

The probability p
(

f(qi)|qi
)

is based on a discrete distribution of
normalised durations for the given phone, determined from the
training data. The scaling factorCqi is associated with the probability

distribution for the given phone, and is defined so that a phone
duration corresponding to the peak of the probability distribution
results in a phone levelSDSscore of 1. The omission of this scaling
factor would result in uneven scoring between different phones.
Lower scores would be assigned to phones with broader probability
distributions, which do not have well-defined peaks, even when
pronounced perfectly, i.e. with a normalised duration matching that
of the distribution peak. By associating a scaling factor with each
probability distribution, we can scale scores in such a way that all
perfectly pronounced phones are assigned the same maximum score
of 1, irrespective of the shape of their duration distributions. Finally,
the utterance levelSDSis defined as the average phone levelSDSfor
the given utterance.

E. Results

Tables II and III show that theRate of Speechscores are relatively
well correlated with all human rating scales.ROShas the highest
correlations of all segmentation based scores with the human ratings
for Intonation, SuccessandAccuracy.

Hesitation Pronunciation Intonation
ROS 0.54 0.48 0.49
ART 0.41 0.50 0.46
PTR 0.64 0.18 0.39
SDS 0.15 0.18 0.00

TABLE II
CORRELATION OF SCORES DERIVED FROM SEGMENTATION INFORMATION

WITH HUMAN RATINGS FOR THE READING TASK.

Success Accuracy
ROS 0.67 0.65
ART 0.60 0.58
PTR 0.45 0.44
SDS 0.61 0.56

TABLE III
CORRELATION OF SCORES DERIVED FROM SEGMENTATION INFORMATION

WITH HUMAN RATINGS FOR THE REPEATING TASK.

The performance ofART is similar to that ofROS, with a slight
increase in correlation with the ratings forPronunciation. PTR is
best correlated with the human ratings forHesitation, and yields the
highest correlation with this scale of all the segmentationscores. The
correlations betweenPTR scores and the other human rating scales
are low compared to those ofROSandART.

Finally, the correlations of theSDSscores with the three reading
task scales are negligible. The correlations with the two repeating
task scales are comparable with those ofART, but lower than those
of ROS.

VI. SCORES DERIVED FROM REPEAT ACCURACY

We evaluated three scoring algorithms based on speech recogni-
tion accuracy: ASR Accuracy, ASR Correct and Weighted Correct.
Because the students in our test population are generally highly
proficient, they achieved a reading accuracy score of 100% for most
prompts in the exercise. Reading accuracy is therefore not useful in
scoring proficiency automatically. Repeat accuracy, on theother hand,
is more variable and is considered here.

Results for two recognition strategies are presented, the first using
a unigram language model, and the second an oracle FSG. Oracle
FSG recognition is similar to recognition using an FSG grammar as
described in Section IV. However, instead of creating a grammar for



each prompt based on the desired utterance, grammars are created
for each utterance based on the human transcription of the actual
utterance. As before, silence, noise and hesitation soundsare allowed
between words2. The use of an oracle FSG is intended to obtain
recognition output with a zero word-error rate, while including silence
and noise where appropriate. The results for the oracle FSG grammar
are included to indicate what the effect of better recognition accuracy
would be on the performance of the machine scores.

A. ASR Accuracy

The scoreASR Accuracy(AccASR) is calculated using the HTK
tool HResults, which uses a dynamic programming-based string
alignment procedure to align the recogniser output with thereference
transcription [4]. It counts the number of correctly aligned words (H),
the number of insertions (I), and the number of words in the reference
transcription (W ). The score is then calculated as:

AccASR =
H − I

W
× 100%

Note that this score is penalised by insertions. When the number
of insertions exceeds the number of correctly recognised words, the
score is negative.

B. ASR Correct

The scoreASR Correct(CorASR) indicates the percentage of
reference transcription words present in the recogniser output [4],
and is defined as:

CorASR =
H

W
× 100%

In contrast toAccASR, this score does not take insertions into
account. It is also calculated by the HTK toolHResults.

C. Weighted Correct

When calculatingCorASR, all words in the reference transcription
are regarded as equally important. However, it may be arguedthat,
when human raters are assigning values toAccuracyor Success, they
may penalise speakers less for missing certain unimportantwords
than for missing words that are more central to the semantic meaning
of the target utterance.

To investigate this, we assign a rank to each word in the reference
transcription as a measure of that word’s semantic importance. In
some cases, adjacent words are grouped together to form a phrase,
which is then assigned a single rank. Each rank is associatedwith a
weight, which represents the number of marks that will be awarded
if the corresponding word or phrase occurs in the recogniseroutput.

The Weighted Correct(CorWeighted) score is defined as the
percentage of marks that were awarded:

CorWeighted =

∑H

i=1
wi

∑W

j=1
wj

× 100%

whereH is the number of correct words or phrases andW is the total
number of ranked words or phrases in the reference transcription. The
weight associated with theith correct word or phrase is indicated by
wi, and the weight associated with thejth word or phrase in the
reference transcription bywj .

2While human transcriptions can be seen as the most accurate representation
of the words in an utterance, non-speech events such as silence and noise are
often not accurately transcribed.

The eight prompts for the repeating task were analysed3 and a
rank from 1 to 6 was assigned to each word or semantic group of
words. Ranks were assigned by identifying the head of the sentence
and elements that modify the head, as defined in [8]. A rank of 1
was assigned to words or phrases with the least semantic importance,
and a rank of 6 to those with the most semantic importance.

The weights associated with the different ranks can be adjusted
in an effort to approximate the relative importance human raters
would attach to each rank. The more accurate the approximation, the
stronger the correlation between theCorWeighted scores and human
ratings should be. We investigated four sets of weights based on four
different mathematical relationships between the ranks. Wherewr is
the weight associated with rankr, the four sets of weights are defined
as:

Equal: wr = 1
Linear: wr = r

Quadratic: wr = r
2

Logarithmic: wr = log(r) + 1

Ranks are numbered 1 to 6. A constant of1 is added to the
logarithmic weights to avoid a weight of0 for the lowest rank.

D. Results

1) ASR Accuracy & ASR Correct:Table IV shows the correlation
of the ASR Accuracyand ASR Accuracyscores with human ratings
for the repeating task.

Success Accuracy
UG Oracle UG Oracle

AccASR 0.61 0.81 0.63 0.77
CorASR 0.76 0.87 0.85 0.90

TABLE IV
CORRELATION OFAccASR AND CorASR SCORES WITH HUMAN RATINGS

FOR THESUCCESS ANDACCURACY RATING SCALES USING UNIGRAM

(UG) AND ORACLE FSGRECOGNITION STRATEGIES.

When based on recognition performed using a unigram language
model, the correlations obtained forASR Accuracyare comparable
with those obtained forRate of Speech(Table III). However, the
correlations betweenASR Correctscores and the human ratings are
the highest correlations between a machine score and human ratings
for SuccessandAccuracyfound in this study. Furthermore, the oracle
FSG results in Table IV show that higher recognition accuracy may
lead to even better correlations between the machine scoresand the
human ratings.

2) Weighted Correct:Table V shows the correlations between
human ratings andWeighted Correctscores based on the four
different weight sets described in Section VI-C. While better than
those obtained forASR Accuracy, the correlations are lower than
those found forASR Correct, which regards all words as equally
important.

The weight sets with equal weights and logarithmically related
weights resulted in the highest correlations. When using equal
weights, theWeighted Correctscore is similar to theASR Correct
score except for the grouping of some words into phrases.

As with ASR AccuracyandASR Correct, the correlations are higher
when based on recognition using an oracle FSG grammar, indicating
that better recognition may improve results.

3Personal communication with Prof. C. van der Walt, Department of Cur-
riculum Studies, Faculty of Education, Stellenbosch University, who designed
the prompts for the automated test.



Success Accuracy
Weight Set UG Oracle UG Oracle
Equal 0.71 0.86 0.79 0.90
Linear 0.62 0.80 0.73 0.84
Quadratic 0.47 0.68 0.59 0.71
Logarithmic 0.70 0.85 0.79 0.89

TABLE V
CORRELATION OFWEIGHTED CORRECT SCORES WITH HUMAN RATINGS

FOR THESUCCESS ANDACCURACY RATING SCALES, UNIGRAM (UG) AND

ORACLE FSGRECOGNITION STRATEGIES, AND DIFFERENT WEIGHT SETS.

3) Optimised Weights:In an attempt to find an approximately
optimal weight set, correlations were calculated for4000 randomly-
generated weights consisting of uniformly distributed integers be-
tween 0 and 100. Groups of six random values were generated ata
time and sorted numerically to form weight sets.

Based on these4000 random weight sets, correlations with human
ratings forSuccessranged between0.29 and 0.73, and correlations
with the Accuracyscale ranged between0.40 and 0.81. Hence no
better alternative to the straightforward application ofASR Correct
was found.

VII. C OMBINATION OF SCORES

In this section we describe the effects of combining different
machine scores to predict human ratings, by usingmultiple linear
regression(MLR). The regression models were trained and imple-
mented using WEKA, a data mining software package developedat
the The University of Waikato4 [9].

MLR was used for five different configurations of target and predic-
tor variables. Table VI shows the targets and predictor categories for
each of these configurations. In each instance, human ratings are used
as targets and machine scores as predictors. The results reported here
were obtained with a set of 8 predictor variables for the reading task
and 14 for the repeating task [10]. These predictors also included the
posterior log-likelihood scores that have been evaluated in previous
investigations, but that have not explicitly been described here [2].

Target Predictors

Reading Task
Human Ratings

Hesitation
Reading Task
Machine Scores

Pronunciation
Intonation

Repeating Task
Human Ratings

Success Repeating Task
Machine ScoresAccuracy

TABLE VI
TARGET AND PREDICTOR VARIABLES FORMLR.

For each configuration, MLR models were trained for every pos-
sible combination of predictor variables. This allowed us to identify
which combinations of predictors lead to the best performance, as
well as combinations which have comparable success but require
fewer predictors.

Due to the relatively small size of our corpus, leave-one-out cross
validation was used to evaluate each combination of predictors.
For N speakers, leave-one-out cross validation employsN different
regression models. Each model is trained onN − 1 speakers and
used to predict the target associated with theNth speaker. A total of
N iterations are considered, leaving each speaker out in turn. This
leads to a set ofN predicted target values, each estimated using a

4Freely available online from www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/∼ml/weka/.

separately trained model. In the scenario presented here,N = 90,
corresponding to the 90 students in the test set.

The ability of each predictor combination to accurately estimate the
target variable was evaluated by calculating the correlation between
the actual target values and the predicted values.

Table VII presents the correlation coefficients obtained with the
best MLR combinations for each target criterion. In each case,
the highest correlation with the target variables achievedusing a
single predictor variable is presented as a baseline. The relative
improvement achieved by combining this predictor with others is
then indicated as a percentage. In [10] we report on the complete
set of experiments that include all possible combinations of predictor
variables and identify the most successful combination foreach target
and predictor configuration. In this study, we restrict the results to
the most effective single predictor, followed by the combination of
predictors that yielded the biggest improvement over the baseline.

Target Baseline MLR Impro-
criterion Predictor Corr Predictors Corr vement

Hesitation PTR 0.64 PTR & ROS 0.68 8%
Pronunciation ART 0.50 ART & SDS 0.53 13%
Intonation ROS 0.49 ROS 0.49 0%
Success CorASR 0.76 CorASR & ROS 0.82 9%
Accuracy CorASR 0.85 CorASR & ROS 0.87 4%

TABLE VII
RESULTS FORMLR PREDICTIONS OF HUMAN RATINGS FOR READING AND

REPEATING TASK MACHINE SCORES.

From Table II, and repeated in Table VII, we see that the best
single predictor for the human ratings ofHesitationwas thePhona-
tion/Time Ratio(PTR). AddingROSto the MLR model improved the
correlation by 8% from0.64 to 0.68. No combination of three scores
resulted in a stronger correlation than the grouping ofPTRandROS.

For the human ratings ofPronunciation, Tables II and VII show
that the best performing single predictor wasArticulation Rate(ART).
Combining this with theSegment Duration Score(SDS) improved the
correlation between predicted and actual human ratings by 13%, from
0.50 to 0.53. Once again, this was also the best performance of any
combination of predictors for this target, and no further improvement
was achieved by adding further predictors. The contribution made by
SDSis surprising, considering that the correlation betweenSDS and
Pronunciationratings is only0.18, as shown in Table II.

For the human ratings ofIntonation, no combination of predictors
was able to achieve better performance than the best single candidate,
which was ROS.

For the repeating task, Table VII shows that, for bothSuccessand
Accuracy, the best single predictor isASR Correct. In both cases
the combination of this predictor with ROS by MLR leads to a
score which is better correlated with the human rating. In particular,
combining ASR Correctwith (ROS) leads to a 9% increase in
correlation forSuccessand a 4% increase in correlation forAccuracy.
The addition of further scores (including posterior log-likelihood
scores) to the combination ofASR CorrectandROSresulted in very
small additional improvements in the correlation.

VIII. D ISCUSSION

In general, the segmentation scores reported on in this paper are
better correlated with human ratings than the posterior log-likelihood
scores that were evaluated in previous studies [1], [2].

ROSscores are arguably the most simple to calculate, and correlate
well with all human rating scales.Articulation Rate, which is closely



related toROSdid not perform better, except for a slight improvement
in correlation withPronunciationratings. ThePhonation/Time Ratio
scores show promise as a predictor of human ratings forHesitation
in particular. TheSegment Duration Scorescores have no usable
correlation with human ratings for the reading task, but arerelatively
well correlated with ratings for the repeating task.

In comparison with the segmentation based scores, each of the
three accuracy-based scores presented correlates well with human
ratings. The fact thatASR Correctperformed better thanASR Accu-
racy leads us to suspect that human raters do not penalise students for
word insertions in the wayASR Accuracydoes. Instead, they appear
to focus primarily on the number of correct words.

Even the highest correlation achieved by theWeighted Correct
score (0.81, using and optimal weight set), is not as high as that
attained byASR Correct, 0.85. Of the mathematically calculated
weight sets, those with equal weights and logarithmically related
weights resulted in the highest correlations. This shows that the best
results are achieved whenWeighted Correctis most similar toASR
Correct, and leads us to believe that manually ranking words and
phrases in a target utterance according to their semantic importance
is not a promising method of improving automatic accuracy scoring.

The results in Section VII indicate that combining machine scores
for the estimation of human ratings results in better predictions
than the use of individual scores. In each instance, the greatest
improvement was achieved by the first additional score.

Results for the combination experiments also showed that predic-
tions of the reading task ratings relied mostly on segmentation based
scores, while predictions of the repeating task ratings relied on scores
derived from the repeat accuracy in conjunction with segmentation
based scores. For both the repeating task rating scales, thebest single
predictor wasASR Correct, while the addition ofROSresulted in the
greatest additional improvement in correlation. The high correlations
of 0.82 and 0.87 obtained forSuccessand Accuracy respectively
seem to confirm the feasibility of automated rating of a repeating
task using the algorithms described in this study.

Linear regression is one of many methods that can be used to
combine machine scores in order to predict proficiency ratings. For
example, Franco et al. found non-linear approaches such as the use of
artificial neural networks, distribution estimation and regression trees
to be slightly more effective than linear regression [11]. However,
we mitigate the possible negative effect of non-linearities on our
correlation values by using Spearman’s rank correlation rather than
Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study show that, for the reading task, the
segmentation-basedRate of Speech(ROS) score correlates best with
human ratings of oral proficiency, despite its apparent simplicity.
For the repeating task, theASR Correctscore, which is based
on the automatically-estimated repeat accuracy, deliversthe highest
correlation with the corresponding human ratings, and alsothe highest
correlations found overall. Furthermore, experiments using an oracle
language model indicate that this correlation can be further improved
by increasing the accuracy of the automatic speech recogniser. In
determining the accuracy-based score, our experiments show that all
words should be viewed as equally important, and that attempts at
weighting words in accordance with their perceived semantic signif-
icance are counterproductive. Finally, we show that the correlations
between the human ratings and the machine scores can be further
improved by making use of a combination of machine scores through
the application of multiple linear regression. The best correlations

between human and machine scores, especially for the repeating
exercise, indicate that automatic oral proficiency assessment for our
highly-proficient group of L2 speakers is technically feasible.
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